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The Greatest Of All Games

Richard Demille Wyckoff
The most basic and universal laws governing goods and
services in a free market are the law of supply, law of demand,
and the intersection of these laws. These laws control stock
prices. In this third of a five-part series about Richard D.
Wyckoff, we look at how he analyzed market action.

R

by Stella Osoba, CMT
ichard Wyckoff firmly believed that an understanding of the operation of the laws of supply & demand
was essential to understanding the changes in stock
prices. Prices rise when demand exceeds supply and
fall when supply is greater than demand. And if you
could apply these laws, you could begin to learn to

read charts correctly. Most people read charts just to follow
prices and then guess at what is likely to happen next.
But Wyckoff often discussed the correct way to read price
action, the goal of which was to “judge the probable action
of stocks in the immediate future.” It was in understanding
and correctly interpreting supply & demand, pressure, and
support through the intersection of price, volume, and time
that the trader could successfully play what Wyckoff called
“the greatest of all games.”

The correct use of charts

Wyckoff addressed criticism leveled against the use of charts
to read stock market action. Some said keeping charts was
“foolish” and made you “fit for the squirrels.” But Wyckoff’s
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response was this: Just about all professions use some form of
graphs, charts, diagrams, or other depictions in many different
forms as an aid in their business. Architects use blueprints of
as-yet-unbuilt buildings, doctors use and interpret x-rays; why
should a business as complex as the security market not use
graphs and charts as an aid to clarify and understand market
action? Wyckoff suggested this criticism of the use of charts
was possibly because many people never learned to use them
intelligently and many more just used them incorrectly.
A stock chart is like a map; it’s not the stock itself. Many
people mistakenly attempt to use charts in a mechanical manner
and extract rigid geometric patterns from their charts. They
also attempt to apply inflexible rules to the interpretation of
patterns they draw on their charts, which leads to “errors,
losses, and discouragement.” Wyckoff said, “When you study
charts, look for the motive behind the action,” which the
chart portrays. Look to understand the relationship of supply
to demand, look to discern which side is stronger—bull or
bear, whether a move is culminating or beginning, whether a
move is likely to be a reaction or a reversal. Aim to interpret
the behavior of the many minds that are the market, that is,
the psychological process of those operating in individual
stocks and not abstract fanciful patterns that the charts may
accidentally form. Individual stocks usually exhibit specific
characteristics in their movements that “indicate the character, methods, and ability of those who operate heaviest in it.”
He reminded his readers that charts are nothing more than a
record of the “history of the impression of many minds upon
the market.” Being able to correctly interpret their message
is key to your success as a trader, for the stock market usually indicates, by its own action, the likely direction of the
immediate trend.
In the short term, most price movements occurred, Wyckoff
decided, because of the effects of three principal factors, all
three of which can be seen on the chart. The factors are:
1. The trend
2. Other technical conditions
3. Manipulation

The trend

Line of least resistance
Successful trading is about knowing how to spot trends and
being able to trade in sync with them. The trend is the line
of least resistance and “is the most important thing to know
about the market or individual stock.” Charles Dow had by
this time written about market movement, which much later
came to be known as Dow theory. Dow had defined the three
major stock market movements, or trends, going on simultaneously: the long-term trend, intermediate-term trend, and
minor trend. Dow’s work made a considerable impression
on Wyckoff, who defined the swings that made up the trends
as comprised of buying and selling waves. The market rose
by a series of surges or waves and fell in a similar manner.
Studying the strength of the waves as price moved up and the
strength of the reactionary wave as price moved down enabled

you to discern the trend and whether it was about to pause or
reverse. Wyckoff described the minor trend as price swings
of three- to five-point moves. The intermediate-term swing of
about 10 to 30 points or more is made up of a series of minor
waves. The long-term swing was the move which, in a bull
market, starts at the very bottom of a panic or depression, and
in a bear market starts at the highest point of a boom. It was
comprised of both minor swings and intermediate trends, and
its duration was measured in years.
Judging turning points
Anyone who wishes to become a successful stock market
operator must learn to judge turning points correctly. It is
therefore important to cultivate the following two skills:
1. Being able to determine the final top of a bull market,
then the intermediate swings, and finally, the minor
moves
2. Being able to determine the final low in a bear market,
the bottom of the intermediate swings, and the end of
minor moves.
In learning to judge turning points or reversals, Wyckoff
suggested that you think in terms of waves. Look at the strength
of the selling and buying waves. These waves provide an insight
into the strength of supply & demand. If you are looking for
an opportunity to go long, buy on a downwave. Then hold your
stock as the market rises through a series of small, medium,
and larger waves. Note that reactionary waves in an uptrend
should never be larger than those forming the upwaves, and
usually, strength is shown if reactionary waves are less than
half the actionary waves. Sell your position when the stock
makes an especially strong upwave, for it is likely a climax.
The turning point happens at the final top of a rising market
or rally, and in a declining market or reaction at the final low.
Cultivating the ability to spot these turning points in real time
should be the goal of every successful trader.
Do not trade mechanically
The stock market, sectors, and individual groups are always
in a bullish, bearish, or neutral position. Using Wyckoff’s
top-down approach to trading means looking at a market
index like the S&P 500 to discern the general trend, looking
for the strongest sectors and then winnowing it down to look
for the best individual stocks to trade. In a bull market you
generally want to keep your trades on the long side and in a
bear market you generally want to keep your trades on the
short side. But this is a general rule only. In trading, there
are no automatic signals, no rigid rules—hence, Wyckoff’s
admonition not to trade mechanically. Stocks do not move
up and down together. In a bull market, some stocks will top
early and others will top late. Also, when a bear market is
ending, some stocks will start moving up when the market is
still going down, and others will continue to decline when the
market has started to rise. But, Wyckoff said, requiring, as it
does, great skill and experience to buck the general trend, it
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Being able to correctly interpret
the chart’s message is key to your
success as a trader, for the stock
market usually indicates, by its own
action, the likely direction of the
immediate trend.
is often wise to trade in harmony with the general trend. It is
also important to develop and use your judgment, ignore tips,
newspaper articles, analyses, and other chatter. To become a
successful trader, Wyckoff said, “requires activity and flexibility of mind; readiness to change or reverse one’s opinion
quickly; also nerve, poise, decision, promptness, courage and
absolute independence of judgment.”

Other technical conditions

Weak hands, strong hands
It is well known that on Wall Street, the big fish eat the little
fish. Through observation of the clientele at the various
brokerage firms with which he was associated in his many
years on Wall Street, Wyckoff said that the average client,
not knowing very much about how the market worked, just
“drifted along, guided by hope of profit and fear of loss.”
Because the average investor had at best nothing more than
a superficial understanding of how the game was played, he
was easy prey to the more experienced operator. By judging
the market but not understanding its technical conditions, the
unschooled operator would be led quite easily into doing the
opposite of what the large interests were doing. He would sell
when large interests were buying and buy when large interests
were selling. Frequently, large interests would make a stock
active and use “whooping-up” tactics to attract the attention of
the public. As the stock price surged higher, the public—now
aware of the stock and believing that prices could only go
higher—would rush to buy. Meanwhile, the large operators
would use this demand for stocks to distribute, passing their
stocks from strong hands to weak hands. In a decline, the opposite of this was true. As prices fell, the public believed that
stocks could only sink lower. The large operators, desiring
to accumulate stock, would make it inactive and dull at low
levels. The public would sell out their positions at low prices
and as the large operators bought, the stock would pass from
weak to strong hands.
Follow the big interests
Large interests, as a consequence of having operated in the
market for significant periods of time, have often gained a certain level of expertise. They are usually always in the market,
so it is wise to understand how they operate and to follow what
they do. Studying price movement, volume, and behavior of
stocks on your charts can show you what these big interests
are doing. Large interests will often sell on rallies; therefore,

they have money to buy on declines. But their success relies
on the public making mistakes. For whom would they sell to
if the public were not willing to take the stock off their hands
at high prices? And who would they buy from if the public
were not willing to sell their stocks at low prices? This is why
Wyckoff stated that “success in the security market demanded
an understanding of those who were most influential.”
The misplaced reverence that the average man on the street
has for the Wall Street man may perhaps explain why so many
average traders do not go about finding out how to make
themselves experts at the game, and it is also why Wall Street
will continue to find the public easy prey to feed off. Wyckoff
said, “The only difference between large and small traders is
in the size of their operations. No one has a monopoly of stock
market knowledge nor can anyone do the trick one hundred
percent of the time.”

Manipulation

Wyckoff wrote about some of the largest manipulators in
his day. With the formation of the SEC in 1934, many of the
blatant campaigns by pools and large interests were made
illegal. But because the market is made up of people, and
the character of people does not change, fluctuations in the
market will always reflect the minds of men. Important market
moves will always be capable of being detected in the charts
because large operators will often act alike while the public
will continue to act in predictably dissimilar ways.
It might help, Wyckoff said, to imagine the market as being made up of a “composite man.” This man sits behind
the scenes manipulating the market to your disadvantage if
you do not understand how the game is played and to your
advantage if you do. Manipulation had one of three objectives: to get the public to buy, to get the public to sell, or to
get the public to stay out of the market. The informed trader
learns to understand these phases and to stay on the right side
of a market campaign. Wyckoff described a typical market
campaign as follows:
First, in the case of an upward movement, the accumulation
would appear, and this might run several weeks or months.
Next would be the marking-up stage, where the stock was
forced upward by either bullish news or aggressive buying
until it reached the level where distribution could take place.
The third stage was that of distribution. Operations for declines
would be the opposite of this cycle.

Understanding these stages of a market campaign was essential
to becoming a successful trader because it was in playing the
swings of between 30 to 60 days on average, and getting in
when the accumulation was about to end or distribution near
complete, that the real money was to be made.
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investment of time, study, and practice. Wyckoff said that since
most people, being mentally lazy, are unwilling to devote
sufficient amount of time and brain power to increase their
knowledge to the level where they could stand a chance of
success, it will remain a game for which success is reserved
for the few. He suggested two to three years of diligent study
and practice are required at a minimum. In his own case, it
was eight years after he had started to study the stock market
before he began to invest in it. It was another six years before
he began to trade. Wyckoff cautioned against making halfhearted attempts to trade. Either do it right or not at all. If
you are unable to devote the time required and are unsuited
in temperament, it might be better to become, he said, “an
intelligent investor rather than an unintelligent trader.”
Whether you’re an investor or trader, you’ll need to know
how to intelligently evaluate price action, which we’ll look
at next time in part 4 of this series.
Stella Osoba is a freelance writer and trader. She has earned
the Charted Market Technician designation and has written for
several financial websites and publications. She is a frequent
contributor to Technical Analysis of Stocks & Commodities
magazine and Traders.com Advantage online publication.
She may be reached via email at stellaosoba@gmail.com.
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